Minutes of Meeting

Project

HoopStats

Responsible

Predrag Filipovikj

Attended by

Location

Andreas Köhle
Bal Krishna
Nyaupane
Predrag Filipovikj
Armindo Simões
Igor Šarić

Skype/Västerås
Skype/Västerås

Dino Blazeka

Skype/Zagreb

Skype/Västerås
Skype/Zagreb
Skype/Zagreb

Date

2012/11/18

Start-end time

18:00 – 19:20

Location / type

Västerås-Zagreb/skype
chat

Remarks

Armindo was late 30 min.

User interface
Armindo and Dino produced additional html pages. All of the pages planned for this phase of the project has been
done. Next thing to be done is to add the created pages into the project.
Conclusions
 Dino and Armindo produced additional html pages.
 UI part is generally on time.
 Integrate with services ASAP
Actions




Dino should finish the HTML pages migration into the project. Deadline 2012-11-19.
Armindo will help him in the process of migration.
Further actions after migration is complete.

Back end (service layer and database)
All the services specified from the UI team have been made.
Conclusions
 Game logs for most of the players available. For big part of players, there is no information about the game
logs.
 Wait for service request from the UI team

Actions



Predrag should talk with the customer about the issue with the player game logs. No strict deadline.
Wait for service request and specifications from the UI team.

Collecting additional information for the application
We need to provide pictures from players and team logos for the application.
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Conclusions
 One team member should be responsible for finding and downloading free NBA team logos.
 Automatize the process of collecting pictures for players.

Actions


Bal is responsible for finding and downloading free NBA teams logos. Deadline 2012-11-20.

SCORE application document
Andreas and Predrag were responsible for creating the document for applying to SCORE contest.
Conclusions
 Initial draft proposed to the team members. Some errors found and corrected in the document.
 Document can be improved by adding what we aim for.

Actions


Andreas should improve the SCORE application document. Deadline 2012-11-19.

Next meeting
Conclusions
 /

Actions


Next meeting will be on Tuesday from 13:00.
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